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**Introduction:**

Suddenly, everything starts to become clear, after 20 years of not so clear messages we start to see the complete picture. If you read old messages from 5, 10 or 20 years ago you could easily think that they were written today in the morning and then you will realize that these are truly heavenly messages. Here are some examples:

About the Economy: A 5-Year Message from Benjamin, "It's about to be an economic downfall of banks, a fall that wasn't like it, banks will just fall", so it was hard to understand, today, almost the whole world is in quarantine and isolation, no flights, Hotel, restaurants, shopping malls, closed businesses and half a million unemployed in Israel and expecting one million unemployed. It's no longer hard to see the fall of banks.

Immigrating to Eretz Israel: The message "Pack your packages!", Benjamin, My dear American Jews! Pack the packages, and get out of there! Don't be stupid! Don't close your eyes! Don't "play" like you don't know! Get out of there as long as you can still do it! The only place to go - it's Israel.

I beg you! Open your eyes and see what happens! Don't you understand, American Jews, my dear Yiddish souls, don't you realize it's time to leave?! Don't you realize there are camps (FEMA camps) all over the US! And these camps are surrounded by barbed wire so people can't go outside!

The message "Come and immigrate to Eretz Israel", Benjamin, Heshvan 5769: We are at the end. You have to save yourself, you can't sit there anymore. You do not realize that in the US they are already ready to put the rope around your neck. You don't get it. They shut you down without you knowing, everything is ready. And if something unusual happened (*) - they'll have reasons to let you into the camps. While there will not only be Jews there, Gentiles will be put in there too - if that makes you feel better. I warn you: the end is very near.

(*) Something - Corona epidemic?

From the news: "About 100,000 Israelis are still abroad and the Foreign Ministry issued a directive to return home as soon as possible before the sky is finally closed..."
Dad, I got a message from heaven.  
Now comes this disease (corona) and drives everyone crazy.  
All of a sudden everyone is wearing masks and they are not allowed to leave home and ... and ..., what is this corona?

China's authorities are together with the Americans, Russians, Europeans and all new world order and everything is planned. The planet is approaching very fast and they need to organize and prepare everything for the day when all the wicked will have to enter their bunkers.

And this is the planning of the wicked: Many years ago, the Chinese were given a "role" to grow and produce cheap things and become a global manufacturing and economic center. So that when the time comes China will start the epidemic which will erupt all over the world. (Excerpt from the News: The IMF estimates that China was responsible for 50% of global growth in 2019. China is huge in growth. Its economy is 50 times larger than it was in the 1980s. China made 80% of the world's air conditioners. In terms of tourism - Chinese tourists wasted $277 billion worldwide in 2018)

And they have a number of goals:
1. All over the world the economy is down and almost everyone is in debt because the evil ones stole the money to build their bunkers, so they need something that can be blamed for the economic downfall. And this is achieved by the outbreak of the epidemic in China - the global economy center.

Because the disease is spreading from China to the whole world - so no longer flying... and it's not just flights - it's also hotels, restaurants, etc., people are already scared to leave home and it is destroying the world economy.

2. Causing panic all over the world, that people will be busy with it, afraid all day, has the disease arrived here? Did the disease get there? Got it?

3. in (China) Why kill all these people? Because when the star arrives there is a large group of people they don't need - elders, people with disabilities and the sick, and they need to get rid of them. Since the size of the population is close to a billion and a half people - then the population must be diluted. By the way, many people who died in China - did not die because of the virus but because they wanted to get rid of them. Since the size of the population is close to a billion and a half people - then the population must be diluted.

4. The wicked need many things to distract because very strange things happen and people start thinking... The Bunkers - The wicked have built bunkers with very sophisticated technology and things we can only dream about. The U.S. has power outages all the time because of the outdated power system - because they don't have the money to replenish it because they used the money to build the bunkers.

For over two years, technicians and maintenance personnel have been working inside the bunkers and are ready to operate and in the near future the wicked need to come in and it takes time because there are millions of people around the world who need to get in.

Schedules: We need to get ready. Till Chanukah will be a very difficult day. We are already starting to get into it, very difficult financial problems, it will start slowly, and in fact it has already started, many people cannot pay the loans which are widely distributed and all over the world it is the same.

In the near future, some people will declare themselves as Messiah, among them will be the true Messiah but it will confuse many people, all of them will be in Israel and the Gentiles outside of Israel will also have someone claiming to be the one...

Now comes this disease (corona) and drives everyone crazy. All of a sudden everyone is wearing masks and they are not allowed to leave home and ... and ..., what is this corona?

China's authorities are together with the Americans, Russians, Europeans and all new world order and everything is planned. The planet is approaching very fast and they need to organize and prepare everything for the day when all the wicked will have to enter their bunkers.

And this is the planning of the wicked: Many years ago, the Chinese were given a "role" to grow and produce cheap things and become a global manufacturing and economic center. So that when the time comes China will start the epidemic which will erupt all over the world. (Excerpt from the News: The IMF estimates that China was responsible for 50% of global growth in 2019. China is huge in growth. Its economy is 50 times larger than it was in the 1980s. China made 80% of the world's air conditioners. In terms of tourism - Chinese tourists wasted $277 billion worldwide in 2018)
There will be many more serious problems and by the time the epidemic is over, there will be more and more huge natural disasters. What they can mute - they are silent, as in Siberia there was a huge fire. Said a few words and that's it. There will also be other calamities - road accidents, train accidents and aircraft accidents and all sorts of strange accidents and disasters - this is a message from heaven to Jews and Gentiles that need to do "Teshuva". And there will be more meteors to drop on the earth and more sinkholes to open and they will try to silence it as much as possible.

After Passover there will be a total fall of the world economy and prepare us for it. Then we will reach Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur and Sukkot, and until then the world will be in a very difficult situation and will feel very strongly the economic problem.

After that there will be hard times and until then the world war will begin. It will probably start in Israel and it will drag on all kinds of places until it gets serious and there is an explosion that will shake and panic the whole world and big and well-known places will fall.

Jews will be safe, who takes the path of God - he has nothing to fear, it would be very frightening and very especially the plague of darkness which will come when the sun will be dark.

And anyone who has not made an "Teshuva" by then will see what happens and will immediately make an "Teshuva".

The world will be in a very bad situation, we already have signs of the plagues that were in Egypt - some rivers become blood all over the world, dropping hail balls the size of a tennis ball, meteors falling from the sky in all kinds of places in the world and causing huge fires. And more sinkholes that will open and the wicked will try to silence it as much as possible.

The locust will soon arrive in Israel. He comes from Africa, probably in Sinai and Israel, which will be very difficult.

And we are at the door of redemption Father, it seems to me that the discovery of the true Messiah will be in 2021, next year after the planet. After the planet passes the world will be quite different from what we know today, most of the world will be under water but not the Land of Israel.

The star will do a lot of destruction (tsunami waves hundreds of meters in America and Europe – "Edom", thousands of huge meteors will fall on Earth, continents will sink, darkness will cover the world, etc., etc.).

A prominent messiah of God, who does not know the world, will bring the world to end. After the planet passes the world will be quite different from what we know today, most of the world will be under water but not the Land of Israel.

The star will do a lot of destruction (tsunami waves hundreds of meters in America and Europe – "Edom", thousands of huge meteors will fall on Earth, continents will sink, darkness will cover the world, etc., etc.).

The "Hashem" will guard us not to worry, the "Hashem" will give Messiah the power to defeat them.

This is what will be in a nutshell. But all the things we are used to: money, food, shops and electricity - there will be no more. We'll just have to trust God and He will do us miracles and give us everything we need, like the Exodus - that is the basis.
We will have water drink and food like in the desert we had everything, no animal bothered us. The Israelites could sit and study Torah all day and get used to having no worries, could sit and study Torah all day without problems. They had ready food, no cooking, no dishes, nothing. In the morning, they would gather food and everything was ready - straight from the sky. They didn't have to bathe - they stayed clean all the time, the clothes never aged or ripped and they grew with the man. No one was sick, everyone was healthy, and no toilet needed.

I want so much to live in such a world, isn't it excellent? No illnesses, no problems, no debts, no need to go shopping.

Now Aba, there will be a strong economic fall all over the world, and it has actually started. This country has no money and what to buy - it is worthwhile now that cash will not be worth anything...
We will come forever and weep for joy
Daniel, Jerusalem, March 9, 2020

People of Israel, the beloved people of God, we must already see that the whole world is crazy, those who lead the countries all over the world are crazy and go in the direction of utter falsehood, they do things for no apparent reason or reason. And besides, there are disasters Nature, economic problems in almost every home, home peace issues, murder and violence above and beyond, etc. Dead animals in masse, dead fish in masse on the beaches, etc., all kinds of disasters that never existed. We also see more that the big brother almost controls us As written in the book (*).

Am-Israel, I Daniel, Ben Golden and a few autistic guys in recent years write a lot of difficult things and it comes true.

Now I ask, want, beg – Am-Israel, repent, God does not want you to fail, he wants you to repent, every Jew with a Jewish soul must repent. God loves us, he loves all Jews, he does not want to do it is bad for us, God only want our good, but we must return to him with love, to leave all our passions that are not according to the Torah. If we follow the Torah - it will be clear, everything will be sweet and we will weep for joy, All the wicked who try to fail us - they will go away, everything will be clear, everything will be sweet and we will weep for joy, dance, sacrifice and reach to eternity.

"Am-Israel", I beg, I beg, have mercy on yourself, come closer to God because there is nothing else besides Him, He is the omnipotent, do not ruin your future. God loves us, He created us, He created us all. The people of Israel - live and be part of eternal life.

(* ) The book 1984 was written by George Orwell in 1948. The book describes a world under extreme totalitarian rule. The phrase "Big Brother" in the book became a language coin referring to the state in which citizens are constantly monitored by the government. The author describes the police Thoughts, a covert police aimed at preventing civilians from coming up with ideas contradicting the goals of the regime, while masses of people living in hardship and lack of government accumulate power and wealth. History books are "updated" according to government needs and no one has freedom of thought. The big brother want, cameras are everywhere and the big brother's eye is always open...
Oh dad, oh dad, oh dad, what would I say? I don’t know what to say anymore, I’m in shock too. We wait and wait and wait for complete redemption, but where is it? Its not seen! Looking to the horizon and feeling maybe seeing something, but...not yet..

And suddenly Corona came! What is Corona? What disease? What flu? Suddenly, according to the accounts of the governments many people, thousands of people are sick, in serious condition and some die in every country. We are confused and do all kinds of things. It confuses us that what is being spoken doesn’t seem to be a reality, but what is clear - the authorities all over the world are using it including the State of Israel to make us all slaves under dictatorship and if we do not do exactly what they tell us - as if we (the ones who need to be in isolation) Other people can become ill and die - so we will pay heavy penalties (note: there is a fine of NIS 5,000 for those who do not keep the isolation). If it amounts to more damage than a simple war at all and we will have more

Why God is crying
Daniel, Jerusalem, (20/3/2020)

Oh dad, oh dad, oh dad, what would I say? I don’t know what to say anymore, I’m in shock too. We wait and wait and wait for complete redemption, but where is it? Its not seen! Looking to the horizon and feeling maybe seeing something, but...not yet..

And suddenly Corona came! What is Corona? What disease? What flu? Suddenly, according to the accounts of the governments many people, thousands of people are sick, in serious condition and some die in every country. We are confused and do all kinds of things. It confuses us that what is being spoken doesn’t seem to be a reality, but what is clear - the authorities all over the world are using it including the State of Israel to make us all slaves under dictatorship and if we do not do exactly what they tell us - as if we (the ones who need to be in isolation) Other people can become ill and die - so we will pay heavy penalties (note: there is a fine of NIS 5,000 for those who do not keep the isolation). If it amounts to more damage than a simple war at all and we will have more

Why God is crying
Daniel, Jerusalem, (20/3/2020)

Oh dad, oh dad, oh dad, what would I say? I don’t know what to say anymore, I’m in shock too. We wait and wait and wait for complete redemption, but where is it? Its not seen! Looking to the horizon and feeling maybe seeing something, but...not yet..

And suddenly Corona came! What is Corona? What disease? What flu? Suddenly, according to the accounts of the governments many people, thousands of people are sick, in serious condition and some die in every country. We are confused and do all kinds of things. It confuses us that what is being spoken doesn’t seem to be a reality, but what is clear - the authorities all over the world are using it including the State of Israel to make us all slaves under dictatorship and if we do not do exactly what they tell us - as if we (the ones who need to be in isolation) Other people can become ill and die - so we will pay heavy penalties (note: there is a fine of NIS 5,000 for those who do not keep the isolation). If it amounts to more damage than a simple war at all and we will have more

Why God is crying
Daniel, Jerusalem, (20/3/2020)
The gentleness is gone, the face of a righteous Jew is like from another world - he is sensitive, gentle and humble and many faces I see on the street are of people who are proud of themselves and want their passions and this world - the world of the golden calf, people who have completely lost the gentleness and sensitivity of a wise student True.

Anyone who wants to make this difficult situation become better just has to sit and cry with a lot of tears and ask God to have mercy on him and all the people of Israel that they all will repent. Every Jew and even the ultra-Orthodox must repent, feel sorry and cry for all sin and sin and repent - And that would be a real "Teshuva".

And like I said we will still go through very difficult things, the authorities want to do us bad, they do not need us, really do not need us, so therefore - anyone who wants to continue living must return to God and if he does not repent - no one can help him, and who do truly repent will begin to feel all the pleasures of the afterlife and it gives you the strongest and best feeling ever.

So "Am-Israel", I ask to repent of everything and for salvation to come in mercy and when God reveals to us the Messiah - the whole world that seemed so black to us will suddenly receive holy light and we will go upward and achieve eternity.
"Baruch-Hashem" I am happy, I am very happy and why? Because I already see the end of so difficult and crooked world because of people who do not understand what Torah is, what Mitzvah is, what God wants from us. We must know that God and only God - He is omnipotent, and human beings who year after a year, hundreds of years go against him, except for small groups - most Gentiles and many Jews go against his Torah - which is unbearable. The "Hashem" created Adam and Eve as their creation, they were righteous and at the beginning it was the first sin with the snake is still moving around between us, and even today (cause of the snake) we descend and descend and descend. True, there are great righteous people today, but that is not enough.

And suddenly we see a very scary situation today - the whole world is under the rule of the wicked, you may not believe me because you think they are trying to save everyone's life, but soon most people will start to discover the lie and once they find out, they will get confused and not Know what to do. So I ask all the Jews and Gentiles who understand what I'm saying - to sit on the floor and cry and cry and cry, do the tearing and ask God to clean us of all sins (aveyrot), even if we are wise and learn Tora all day, anyway almost everyone is attracted by the golden calf that brings us Inappropriate things and in more difficult cases - really difficult sins.

And we will be at the "HAKADOSH BARUCH-HU" 's wedding with His people, a bridegroom and a bride under the canopy, singing and dancing and we will be glad and become a part of eternity.

Questions and Answers

Q. Do Jewish Gens have a vaccine for Corona?
A. There is no corona as you think.

Shelah Shebechot:

A. The corona does not exist, as all kinds of things have happened - this too is a huge lie. They can do this because all countries cooperate with the lie. But war is still awaiting us and the comet (planetx) also called Nibiru, so we have to be ready. We will go through things we never thought we would go through, but we will go through it, the "Hashem" will save us and the most important thing - not to be afraid, to be 100% with God and to "Teshuva" with all our heart.

Q. When will the corona run out?
A. The corona is not going to run out, it is called Nibiru, it is the end of the world. If God shows that our hearts are broken, that we are sorry for all our sins, for our mistakes - then He will forgive us and all this crying will become smiles, all the wicked will disappear and nothing will be left of them.

A long time ago a famous person sent a letter to a congregation to write a letter to the world. And if God shows that our hearts are broken, that we are sorry for all our sins, for our mistakes - then He will forgive us and all this crying will become smiles, all the wicked will disappear and nothing will be left of them.

A: Do Jewish Gens have a vaccine for Corona?
B: There is no corona as you think.
At present, many people are confused, and still believe that humans [governments, financial bodies, etc.] can prevent the collapse of the global economic system. But all efforts will not help and money will be worth nothing. "The Golden Calf" [The culture of red - physical life and pleasure pursuit of "this world"] was mortally wounded and about to die and, as we said a few years ago, the banks will fall completely and money will not be worth more than tissue paper.

The livelihood does not come from our work, and it does not come from Social Security, and it does not come from any other source. Only the "Hashem". And God will give us food as He did in the Exodus.

Now a person can make food at home [canning, drinking, etc.], but slowly that too will be over. And then we all have only one choice: whether to trust God completely or not. And if not, the end will be very bad, because only those who trust him to the end will be saved "Behezrat-hashem" and this is finally the remedy for the calf's sin in the desert.

The "Hashem" does not want to do this [abolish the nature that conceals His providence] all at once without preparation, because most people will die of shock "Has-veshalom" when you get to the last drop of water, or the last morsel of food, and there are kids, etc. - it's a very difficult experience.

God knows that in one moment a person cannot make such a big change and fully trust in God. But slowly he is bringing us into Messiah's day, into the next world. Therefore, God is slowly abolishing the physicality until we reach full confidence in God. "And the "Hashem" is exalted alone on that day, and the idols will pass away" (Isaiah 2).

The "Hashem" now prepares the world for the Messiah, so he lowers all falsehood step by step. Now the process is going faster.

But if the golden calf death and physical abolition happens too quickly, even those worthy of being saved can have such a shock that they will break, which is not what the "Hashem" wants. The "Hashem" wants to save us. The masses (most of the people) will not save (survive), especially the Gentiles, the majority will be lost, but the Jews, each one is a diamond of the "Hashem", each is a single son to him, or a single daughter.

And why should the economic system fall? Because it is a huge lie that some people around the world have built money, power, influence and dignity. And they dragged the world into this lie. And today most people in the world have built their lives around this lie.

Today's "golden calf" is exactly the same golden calf the Jews did in the desert. And that is the final fix (tikun) of this offense.

Dear Jews, listen carefully to my words. It is true that I said that God brings us step by step so that we do not get a shock. But we are already in the final stages. And when we reach the end, it will come upon us as if suddenly.

And why "as if"? Because the "Hashem" has already warned us in all kinds, year after year, to return to Him and return to His Tora and be saved. But most Jews still want to live the lie, and do not want to know or acknowledge the "Hashem"s warnings.

And so I warn you now: the end is very near and nothing will help. Nothing will save us except the return to God and His Tora. And that doesn't mean going back to the " ultra-Orthodox golden calf. It means reaching a level of full faith and confidence in God and no faith and confidence in this world.

I want to emphasize that there is also a very big war [Gog and Magog war] that will affect the whole world. A war that has never been like history. And if we are lazily or foolishly refusing to do the will of God [to leave the lie and come to the truth], in one second we can find ourselves in a situation without hope, "Hashem" will have mercy on us. Or we can find ourselves in complete redemption. The choice is ours.
I want to talk about the golden calf, and tell you that the end of it is very near, and tell you that everything will fall and no money will be left, and no currency anyone can say is money. All the construction of the banking world will disappear, because it's all built on a complete lie. Once upon a time, a person could take a coin of gold, silver or anything worth selling, but today you see almost no money, just bills, credit cards and checks. All the capital is registered in a bank within a computer, and if someone is really a millionaire, he just has a huge house, a fancy car, etc., plus credit cards and some long numbers written in his bank account.

And one day soon, all that will be gone, the computers will stop working, and there will be no bills called Money, and not only that, the person himself will go through a big "SHOCK" because he has a car that needs gasoline but the credit card won't work, and he has a house that needs electricity, but that too will stop working. Where is he a millionaire, in what?

And all the financial world in the world falls because God wants it to fall, but the bad or the good people, depending on how you look at it, are people with a lot of lust for money, control and dignity, and they have built a dream situation, but really dreamy, because it exists only in dreams. The whole banking system is one big, huge lie, and they live so deep within that lie that they already think that lie is true.

And the liars are in all countries, including the Third World countries, and all of them have created currency, whether it's euros, if it's dollars, or pounds, no matter what you call it, papers that print any minute you want money. If there is a problem that has been stolen by too many customers, for example in insurance, no problem, print more money, and cover the shortfall, and all the prime ministers in this business as well as those in parliaments, and in Congress and in the Knesset and wherever you want, are all part of the huge lie.

And who is suffering? The common man, who is not part of this club. And all the money will be equal to toilet paper. Which is not funny, and when all the banks fall down the shock that comes will be bigger than an atomic bomb, because what would happen if an atomic bomb falls? One simply dies, but when one enters a reality where there is no money, no banks, no electricity, no doctors, no health fund, no grocery. A reality he thinks gives him life - he'll be in shock. And what would such a person do? Such a person could easily commit suicide, because he did not know what to do, how to live, to whom to go to help, he would not think about God.

But as we have said many times, the Jews who are really trying to get closer to God will be saved "Behezrat-hashem" and win Messiah and eternal life.
I would very much like to ask every Jew, all over the world, if it is possible at this moment to immigrate to Israel. No matter if you think that financially it is possible or not, just grab the courage and move, get out of exile. We see clearly that the whole world is approaching step by step to the war. The Third World, but that's not all yet. We have another seven-star mini-sun called Nibiru or the Comet that still has to go through here and the land of Israel will grow. When Am-Israel went into exile, God reduced the land of Israel and made the place like a desert that only a few people could live here, and instead of a flourishing place it became a wilderness desert. With salvation everything will change and there will be room for many Jews to live here with joy and peace, we will have the "Beit-Hamikdash" and we can make sacrifices again.

If you are Jewish, your home is here in Israel. I know it's not simple. Those who cannot come but the heart and the desire are really here, and you are really just ready to come to Israel as soon as you have the opportunity, even if you have to live in a tent, then the "Hashem" will save you, no doubt. But if you have the opportunity to come and you do not come to Israel I feel sorry for you.

The situation is extremely difficult and you should save yourself, pack your belongings and come in.

Not only do I say it, and if Rabbi Kanievsky says it, then it's very serious...

AM-Israel Listen, America and Europe are "EDOM", like Greece, Rome and Egypt of yesteryear. They bring to the world a thirst for external beauty and fulfillment of boundless desires. "EDOM" will disappear, most of the US will disappear, most of Europe will disappear too, large parts of Asia and Africa will disappear. People, "Am-Israel" - Most countries in the world will disappear, will be underwater. Don't you think it's time to immigrate to Israel?

And the land of Israel will grow. When Am-Israel went into exile, God reduced the land of Israel and made the place like a desert that only a few people could live here, and instead of a flourishing place it became a wilderness desert. With salvation everything will change and there will be room for many Jews to live here with joy and peace, we will have the "Beit-Hamikdash" and we can make sacrifices again.

Therefore, I plead with every Jew abroad to pack the belongings and come immediately because there is no time. Even though we know that the "Hashem" will save every true Jew, also abroad, but if you come now you will not have to suffer such great suffering afterwards To get to Eretz Israel. Now you can get on a plane and arrive, so please, I ask with all your heart, it's time, it's time, it's time. I'm asking every Jew in the world to spread the message - "Get up, get out no matter what. And you will arrive in "Eretz-Israel". And those who do not want to pay attention, please convince him to come to Israel with crying and tears - because the vast majority of the world will be underwater.

כבר אוותי על שלום היה החתמה שלם.

I would very much like to ask every Jew, all over the world, if it is possible at this moment to immigrate to Israel. No matter if you think that financially it is possible or not, just grab the courage and move, get out of exile. We see clearly that the whole world is approaching step by step to the war. The Third World, but that's not all yet. We have another seven-star mini-sun called Nibiru or the Comet that still has to go through here and do a lot of damage. Damage, we are also waiting for Gog and Magog, etc. And the safest place, both spiritual and material.

If you are Jewish, your home is here in Israel. I know it's not simple. Those who cannot come but the heart and the desire are really here, and you are really just ready to come to Israel as soon as you have the opportunity, even if you have to live in a tent, then the "Hashem" will save you, no doubt. But if you have the opportunity to come and you do not come to Israel I feel sorry for you.

The situation is extremely difficult and you should save yourself, pack your belongings and come in.

Not only do I say it, and if Rabbi Kanievsky says it, then it's very serious...
Am-Israel, we are all people of the world is in a very bad situation, this is a real war against a virus called Corona, but the truth is that we are not fighting against Corona, maybe there is some virus and maybe not. About the world. Maybe it's just shows and lies of the wicked who want to take over the world.

But God runs the world, He created the world, He created the first man and all people since, He created the earth, He created the snake who is the symbol of Satan who is the symbol of the wickedness of those who go against God. God created everything, everything, everything in this world, in the "Omn-Orthodox" have problems: modesty, holiness, controversy too, that we run after every material thing that gives us good feeling. The immense depth and wisdom that God has given us that allow us to ascend to important worlds in learning, and all the pursuit of this physicality brings us down to the bottom of the pit - along with the Gentiles.

People of Israel, we must do "Teshuva" and that is the message. True, the Gentiles also suffer from this epidemic and all over the world we suffer - but it is because of us, because we are God's greatest favorite, we are God's chosen people. Even though we are a small nation compared to other nations, we are the chosen of God. And why are we the reason for this? Because most of the people of God want to be like the English, Americans, Russians and even Germans. Want to fly here, fly there, have fun.

We forgot that we are God's greatest favorite and we forget what and he requires us to be at much higher levels than all peoples and he has also given us the opportunity to be greater in all good respects. Look at the libraries, the many shelves with all sorts of ancient books of wisdom based on our Torah. And those who know and open the Torah know that the "Hashem" who loves the people of Israel so much created everything, everything, everything in this world, in the world of this world, in the world to come, and he requires us to be at much higher levels than all peoples, and all the race after the golden calf and even the Chasidim have problems: modesty, holiness, controversy too, that we run after every material thing that gives us good feeling. The immense depth and wisdom that God has given us that allow us to ascend to important worlds in learning, and all the pursuit of this physicality brings us down to the bottom of the pit - along with the Gentiles.

We must not forget that we have many holy Jewish scholars of all generations who have raised the people of Israel up and up who, through understanding and learning, have discovered on the basis of the Torah a truth that is above and beyond. There is no people, no professor at any university who has succeeded in reaching the depths of the great and holy righteous Jewish of the people of Israel. Even though we are a small nation compared to other nations, we are the chosen people of God.

But a few generations before World War II we forgot about it and attracted to be like the Gentiles and even thought that we were a primitive people and then gentiles are more civilized. And after the Holocaust, even though millions of Jews died in gas chambers, we are still standing in the same place and many of us think that the great culture and things in the world are in the Gentiles and not in us. And this is a mess that exists to this day with the Jews. And that is a mistake - not just a huge one - also very dangerous.

A lot of Jews go to universities to get an education - but it's not an education - it's an anti-education, it's not the truth, all the philosophies, all the psychology, everything that is taught in schools is distorted, it doesn't exist and it's not true, but what is true? While some of the gentiles may find some wisdom, they never reached the depths that the Jews reached.

We are God's greatest favorite.
Daniel, Jerusalem, May 18, 2020
Now we are entering a new phase, this epidemic has brought us great fears all over the world, both Jews and Gentiles.

And now I want to explain to you why we have this epidemic, we need to know that because this generation-
- Does not keep the holiness properly
- Does not keep the traditions properly
- Does not keep the laws of the Torah properly
- Does not keep the tradition properly

There are quite a few ultra-Orthodox Jews whose eyes are drawn to the ways of the Gentiles, to music, to books, to all the impurity there is. We are a very problematic generation, a generation that can reach the top, up close to the holy throne, to books, to all the Gentiles, to music, to però. We are a generation that cannot reach the top, because we have to prove ourselves. This whole illness comes because of us, all our obsession with the golden calf, all our decline with holiness and everything around it.

And since we stiff-necked and difficult for us to change and leave all the toys and nonsense of the physical world, that we eat and drink, we didn't have to worry about our daily existence.
We have to trust God no matter what, not at 50%, not at 75%, not at 99%, trust in God at 100%, there is nothing else but that all life will be the way of the Torah and eventually we will reach eternity.

It is impossible to describe what "eternity" is to a normal person of flesh and blood, there are holy Jews who can understand it and there are people with far more common sense and depth than the ordinary person, but they too can no longer exactly feel what it means "eternity", but one thing I can tell you - it will be the most enjoyable pleasure, more than the pleasure we have ever felt in this world. It will bring us all into a world that is all good. Don’t miss your opportunity.

And another thing I want to tell you - those who have made very great sins that only death can fix, only God can fix. No matter what offense - they can be saved too. God knows how low this generation is - and he can’t be blamed completely, and if from such a low place - he manages to make an "Teshuva" and go upstairs - and needs tremendous strength for it, and to seek forgiveness and regret with all his heart - then the "Hashem" will save him and bring him to eternity, which is a great thing. Do not forget what I said, "Am-Israel".

And at the last minute, if you think you are lost, please repent if you have not done so until now and your place will be guaranteed in the Hereafter (olam haba) and enter the "Beit-Hamikdash", make sacrifices, etc. So no worries, but an "Teshuva" with all the heart, with all the essence, you have to regretted your sins completely.

All this sickness is spiritual and the one with the "Hashem" - he has nothing to worry about, but anyone who goes against the "Hashem" and does not do "Teshuva" - has something to worry about.

Now remember well - if you want to survive forever - just do "Teshuva", just throw away all the lies, get the lie out of the heart, get the lie out of the mind, get the lie out of the house. And it is impossible to lie, God knows the heart and the soul, everything, so He created us and the whole universe so please "Am-Israel", get rid of all things that you don’t need, Endeavor to live as it is written in the Torah, Torah Moshe, the Holy Torah that God gave us on Mount Sinai, the "Hashem" gave the Torah only to the Jews and not to another nation, so we Jews must be perfect! "Am-Israel" will live forever.
Notes:
All one saves one soul as if it saved a whole world!
Strongly advise your relatives abroad to immigrate to "Erez-Israel" as soon as possible.

You can receive free newsletters for strengthening holiness and modesty and the disc "From Exile to Redemption"
You can download the messages from DANi18.COM or Search Google "Dani18"

It’s a Mizva to copy and give out those pages to your friends and relatives.

For Details call: 0527-111-333

Hearing Messages: 077-263-8885 * 0799-177-555

Hearing Messages in America 1-646-585-3064

The Movie "Exile to Redemption" presents the harsh realities of disasters Nature in the world and other things related to redemption can be viewed on YouTube by search: "מגלות לגאולה" (7 parts)

Volunteers needed to distribute leaflets in synagogues, moshavim, kibbutzim, hospitals, etc.

May every jew who read this article and agree to distribute it to other jews souls, have long life, Parnasa and be able to greet our Messiach zidkeynu.

Details phone: 0527-111-333